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The Dual-Spotter DELUXE is the one and only hand-held stud gun
capable of setting both steel and aluminum pulling studs. It’s unique
patented micropressor design provides accurate current control to
assure maximum pulling strength with minimal heat distortion. There
is no burn-thru on the interior side of the panel to remove protective
coatings and the studs (or tabs) are easily removed from the panel
with much less surface damage than is common with conventional
stud welders. The touch-tip ground legs provide positive contact on
all surfaces and are clearly identifiable, to prevent cross contamination,
for steel or aluminum panels.
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Dent Pulling Solutions for Steel & Aluminum Panels
UNI-9700 Dual Aluminum & Steel Dent Pull Gun (115VAC)
Professional Dual-Spotter pulling gun for aluminum
and steel panels. Hand-held gun has adjustable
output power with LED display and 15’ torch cable
to ETL Certified 115VAC charging power supply with
output status LEDs circular connector and lighted
power switch. Compact stud gun comes with collets
for both steel and aluminum studs, two ground pin
set-ups weld-tip pulling arm and assorted pulling
studs. All items are included in a heavy-duty ABS
carrying case for storage.
Input Power: 115VAC @ 0.8 Amps		
Dimensions: 21” X 9.50” X 19”		

Output Power: 2250A / 70,000Uf
Weight: 27.8 Lbs. (12.6 Kgs.)

UNI-9800 Dual Aluminum & Steel Dent Pull System (230VAC)
Professional Dual pulling system for aluminum and
steel panels with premium output power and digital control for ease of use and quick repairs. Select
ALUMINUM or STEEL mode and set operator adjustments. System comes with Aluminum CD-gun and
steel torch, 4mm & 6mm AL collets & studs, 4 spot
tips for studs, wire, tabs or shrink rod and connects
directly to slide-hammer for “Touch & Pull” operation with exclusive weld-tips. Package includes power supply with extended torches & ground cables, 2
AL-tips and 5 steel-tips, powered slide hammer with
T-handle and hook, studs, tabs, wire and rods.
Input Power: 208-240VAC @ 32 Amps
Dimensions: 10.12” X 14” X 19.87”

888-677-3798

www.hsautoshot.com

Output Power: 3000A / 90,000Uf
Weight: 92 Lbs. (42 Kgs.)
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Dent Pulling Solutions for Steel Panels
Uni-Spotter for
Steel
UNI-4550
STARTER KIT Steel Dent Gun (115VAC)
TM

STARTER KIT
STINGER PLUS

DELUXE

Most powerful light weight stud gun available provides
1150 watts of power with safety overload and
AutoPro
NEMA 5-15P 3-wire power cord. 500 studs & slide
hammer included.

UNI-5550 STINGER-PLUS Steel Dent Gun (115VAC)

Hand-Held Solution

Mid-range kit features powerful 1150 watt gun with
safety overload and NEMA 5-15P. This complete kit
includes 1000 studs, 3 tips, grd. Collar & 2 pullers in
HD storage case.

Multi-System Solution
UNI-9000 DELUXE-KIT Steel Dent Gun (115VAC)

Professional kit features most powerful 1500 watt gun
with safety overload and extended NEMA15-5P cord.
This body man’s kit includes 1000 studs, rivets, 3 tips,
grd. collar & 2 pullers in HD storage case to complete
any job.

UNI-9500 Auto Steel Dent Pulling System(230VAC)
Professional dent pulling system for all steel panels
with 3000 amps of output power and digital control
for ease of use and quick repairs. Select MANUAL
(timed) or AUTO (timed) or PULSE (on/off) trigger
mode, 1 - 4 timer set and 1 - 4 power set for type of
operation. Compact torch comes with 4 spot tips for
studs, wire, tabs or shrink rod and connects directly
to slide-hammer for “Touch & Pull” operation with
exclusive weld-tips. Package includes power supply
with extended torch & ground cables, 5 tips, powered
slide hammer with T-handle and hook, studs, tabs,
wire and rods.
Input Power: 208-240VAC @ 20 Amps
Dimensions: 8.65” X 11” X 13.50”		
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Output Power: 3000 Amps
Weight: 50 Lbs. (22.7 Kgs.)
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UNI-7600-01 Uni-PullerTM Stud & Claw Lever Pulling Tool
The Uni-Puller is the perfect tool for pulling traditional singlepoint weld-on studs, but it doesn’t stop there. With its’ 3-finger
claw and 3 extension arm leverage settings, it is fully
capable of larger multi-bend wire and multi-tab pulling jobs.
This heavy-duty pulling lever features extended 17” steel
lever arm with ergonomic handle grip supported by a padded,
non-scratch pedestal base for steady controlled pulling in all
directions on all surfaces.

UNI-9600 Tab-ShooterTM Auto Feed Tab Setting Tool
The Tab-Shooter is a revolutionary weld pull tab setting tool
making short work out of the longest of panel creases. The
magazine fed tab tool holds over 50 Uni-Tabs and, when
connected to the Auto-Pro or Dual-Pro torch or the DualSpotter DELUXE collet, can set tabs with as close as 3mm
spacing as fast as the technician can move across the panel.
Easy reloading with lock spring handle cap.

Hand-Held Solution

Multi-System Solution

for
Steel
&
Aluminum
UNI-9605
Dent-StickTM Weld Tip Dent Pulling Tool

The Dent-Stick is a universal quick pulling dent tool for
professional dent repairs in a fraction of the time of studs.
This light-weight but sturdy lever pulling tool features a
round point weld tip designed to firmly attach to the panel for
a controlled lever pull and then twist-to-break away with
minimal contact distortion. This tool allows the technician
to work multiple points on the dent bringing everything
back into place quickly and effortlessly.

Professional Packaged Dent Pulling Pins, Studs & Tabs
UNI-1001 UNI-FLEX 2.2mm Pull Pin (500-Pack)
UNI-1002 UNI-FLEX 2.6mm Pull Pin (500-Pack)
UNI-1101 UNI-PIN 2.2mm Pull Pin (500-Pack)
UNI-1102 UNI-PIN 2.6mm Pull Pin (500-Pack)
UNI-1061 UNI-TAB 180-d Pull Tab (100-Pack)
UNI-1062 UNI-TAB 90-d Pull Tab (100-Pack)
UNI-9814 UNI-PULL M4 Stud Tab (5-Pack)
UNI-9816 UNI-PULL M6 Stud Tab (5-Pack)

888-677-3798

UNI-1142 UNI-STUD M4 Al/Mg Stud (250-Pack)
UNI-1145 UNI-STUD M4 Al/Mg Stud (500-Pack)
UNI-1242 UNI-STUD M4 Al/Si Stud (250-Pack)
UNI-1245 UNI-STUD M4 Al/Si Stud (500-Pack)
UNI-1162 UNI-STUD M6 Al/Mg Stud (250-Pack)
UNI-1165 UNI-STUD M6 Al/Mg Stud (500-Pack)
UNI-1262 UNI-STUD M6 Al/Si Stud (250-Pack)
UNI-1265 UNI-STUD M6 Al/Si Stud (500-Pack)

www.hsautoshot.com
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